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Abstract
Self-written waveguides (SWWs) have been well investigated within the last decades. In most
cases, they are used as low-loss coupling structures, i.e., to connect buried optical structures in
photonic integrated circuits. In this work, we extend the field of possible applications for SWWs
by embedding a novel thin-film filter to split the beam and connect multiple output ports
simultaneously. The multilayer design of the dielectric filter can be customized to enable its
application as a dichroic beamsplitter for photonic networks. The embedded thin-film filter was
characterized in detail and used to connect an additional optical sensing element, which is also
based on SWWs, to demonstrate its usability for measurement of physical quantities.

Keywords: self-written waveguides, optical sensing, thin-film filter

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

During the last decades, photonic structures have become
increasingly important, as they can supersede their electronic
counterparts, i.e., by reaching higher data transmission rates.
Furthermore, they can be used for signal distribution in optical
networks or as sensing elements, among others [1–6]. Poly-
mer based components in particular have gained increased
interest due to easier production processes and lower mater-
ial costs [7]. Essential for this development is the investiga-
tion of efficient coupling structures to connect different types
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of waveguides, light sources and sensors, respectively. Com-
mon coupling structures such as mirrors, gratings or tapers
in different shapes have been broadly investigated [8–11]. A
new technique, which has evolved during the last decade, is
the utilization of self-written waveguides (SWWs) as coupling
elements [12–16]. These polymer based structures enable low-
loss connections, i.e., between waveguides (regardless of their
shape and size), fibers, light sources and detectors [17–19]. It
was also shown that this approach allows for compensation of
misalignment between the connecting components [17]. Such
interconnects can be integrated into a broad field of fabrication
processes, such as photolithography [20, 21], hot embossing
[22] or direct laser ablation [23]. The unique properties of this
interconnection also enables thermal sensing by monitoring
the transmitted optical power [24, 25]. It is also possible to
connect multiple components directly with each other, which
was realized so far only using structures with a single splitter
combining multiple laser beams [12, 26]. Another investigated
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approach with regard to communication purposes was to build
a polymer waveguide module for wavelength division multi-
plexing based on a thin-film filter [27, 28]. In general, there are
various other techniques to realize beam splitting, for example,
by using integrated optics as directional couplers [29–32],
hybrid photonic-plasmonic polarization beam splitting [33] or
grating structures [34], among others. These approaches can
achieve very high coupling efficiencies, although a very high
fabrication accuracy is required due to the small feature sizes
in the nm-regime. They also mostly rely on relatively expens-
ive materials.

In this work, we present a novel approach, in which a cus-
tomized miniaturized thin-film filter element [35] was com-
bined with an SWW to stably connect multiple outputs with
one input port. Hereby, the flexibility and convenient process-
ability of SWWs are especially advantageous with regard to
the realization of optical networks for applications in short-
distance sensing or monitoring where low intensity levels are
usually sufficient. The higher optical attenuation of the poly-
mermaterial used tomanufacture the SWWs compared to their
glass-based counterparts is in many such applications not a
significant limitation. The chromatic separation by the thin-
film filter enables additional functionalities, rendering these
components interesting for beam combination or separation in
several use cases. Here, we focus on the combination of an
optical sensor with a reference beam split by a thin-film filter
to enable measurement of the sensor signal and the source drift
at the same time.

2. Fabrication process

The fabrication of SWWs is based on a photosensitive
monomer. These interconnects are termed ‘self-written’
because the radiation itself, transmitted through the monomer,
polymerizes the monomer locally, thus modifying the refract-
ive index and creating the optical waveguide.

2.1. SWW

To create a self-written interconnect between a source and
a detector in a photosensitive monomer, only a waveguid-
ing component connected to a suitable light source or a light
emitting element itself is required. The writing procedure is
sketched in figure 1. As a first step, the two optical ele-
ments, i.e., waveguides, are aligned to each other for max-
imum optical transmission. Subsequently, the photosensitive
monomer is applied on the interface of the two elements.
Both waveguides are moved away from each other along their
optical axis, allowing the fluid-like monomer to enter the gap
between the two waveguides. Fine adjustment in X–Y direc-
tion can be performed by propagating light at a wavelength
that is not absorbed by the monomer through one of the wave-
guides and re-alignment for maximum transmission. To write
the SWW, light at a shorter wavelength, which is within the
absorption profile of the monomer, is propagated through
the waveguide. In our work, we use the commercially avail-
able UV-curable epoxy NOA68 from Norland Adhesive as

Figure 1. Scheme of the writing process of an SWW. (a) During the
first step both components are aligned relative to each other. (b)
Elements are moved away from each other along their optical axis
and a drop of UV-curable monomer is applied. (c) Guiding UV-light
through one of the waveguides starts the SWW writing process
locally and leads to a straight self-written waveguide. Subsequently,
the surrounding monomer is cured by flood exposure.

monomer with a writing wavelength of 406 nm. This can be
generated by a suitable laser diode, but also higher wavelength
sources are applicable, depending on the used photoinitiator
in the monomer [17]. When the writing beam is propagated,
the polymerization starts where the light enters the monomer,
resulting in a local increase in the refractive index. Due to
this process, the beam is guided inside the polymerized region
and continues propagating straight until the written wave-
guide hits another surface or the beam intensity is less than
the polymerization threshold. Finally, it is possible to cure
the surrounding resin with UV flood exposure. In previous
investigations, it was shown that the SWW still exists after
the external curing. The refractive index difference between
core (SWW) and cladding (substrate) is around 0.002 and
enables efficient waveguiding [17]. The created SWW exhib-
its an attenuation value ofα= 0.2 dB cm−1 atλ= 638 nmwith
the applied material (NOA68, Norland Adhesive)[25]. Using
other monomers, which are sensitive to longer wavelengths,
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even enabled the connection of different waveguides with an
offset between their optical axes [17]. Even though the above
attenuation values are higher compared to silica-based optical
components such as waveguides and splitters, applications
such as short-distance sensor arrays or process monitoring can
benefit from the simplicity of the concept and the flexibility
and cost-efficiency of the process.

2.2. Thin-film filter

In this work, we modify the standard writing process by integ-
rating a thin-film filter element, which is placed on a 250 µm
thick PMMA foil (thyssenkrupp Plastics GmbH, Germany) as
substrate for better handling purposes (in this case) and splits
the writing beam at λ= 406 nm with a polarization independ-
ent ratio of approximately 50:50 to a transmission and reflec-
tion path, respectively. This means that only 50% of the radi-
ant flux in front of the filter element is available for writing
each SWW branch after the beam splitting. Inside the dielec-
tric filter and the substrate, waveguiding, as it occurs inside
the polymerized monomer, is no longer effective and the beam
diverges slightly. A miniaturized, substrate-free filter would
reduce the crucial propagation length in the transmission dir-
ection and thus the beam divergence as well [35]. While a
typical glass substrate has a thickness from one to a few mil-
limeters, the substrate-free thin-film is much thinner, of the
order of micrometers. By using such a filter without substrate,
beam divergence inside the element and the risk that the trans-
mitted radiant intensity during writing decreases below the
polymerization threshold would be reduced much stronger.
In this work, due to the writing of multi-mode waveguides
where light coupling conditions are less crucial (compared to
their single-mode counterparts), such beam distortion effects
are less relevant. However, in the next steps of our work, the
presented writing procedure will be used to create single mode
waveguides where light coupling is more critical and, thus, fil-
ter elements without substrates will be used.

Another advantage of the substrate-free filters is that the
thin-film design can be directly matched to the refractive
index of the surrounding waveguide. To determine the dis-
persion of the NOA68 beyond the single wavelength value
given in the data sheet, a refractive index profilometer (RINCK
elektronik, Germany) was used. In this way, the refractive
index of NOA68 as the surrounding medium was determined
in the liquid state and after curing at 405 nm, 639 nm, 850 nm
and 1308 nm obtaining values of 1.5097, 1.5091, 1.5013 and
1.4654, respectively, for the polymerized material.

A thin-film software [36] was used to create a multilayer
design, which fulfills the filter specifications for the beam
splitting wavelength region, the highly reflective wavelength
region (HR) and the anti-reflective wavelength region (AR) as
given in table 1. Specifications were demanded for all polar-
ization states, because the polarization of the incoming light
is unknown. It should be noted that since the filter is integ-
rated at a large angle of incidence of 45◦, it exhibits a (partly
very large) polarization dependence at all wavelengths except
those specified in table 1. The design was developed for the

Table 1. Specifications of the filter element for different
wavelengths λ, angles of incidence (AoI), independent of the
polarization state.

λ (nm) AoI (◦) Specification Functionality

406± 2 45± 1 R= T= 50%± 5% Beam splitting
638± 2 45± 1 HR: R> 98% Demultiplexing
850± 2 45± 1 AR: T> 98% Demultiplexing

Figure 2. Modeled transmission of the miniaturized, substrate-free
filter element when embedded into the SWW network. The data is
shown for different polarization states of the incoming light (red
dotted line for p-polarized light, blue dashed line for s-polarized
light, yellow solid line for unpolarized light). The polarization
independent specification wavelengths (cf table 1) are marked with
black arrows.

two materials silica and titania, which exhibit a high refractive
index contrast. The total thickness of the designed multilayer
stack was 8.17µm.

The filter design was deposited on sacrificial substrates in
an ion beam sputtering process [35]. To achieve a high layer
thickness accuracy, in situ process control with a high res-
olution optical broadband monitor was used [37]. With this
monitoring system, the layer thicknesses are calculated from
in situ transmission measurements on a fused silica sample.
This monitoring sample is placed in the same substrate holder
as the silicon wafers and is simultaneously coated in the same
process run. From the changes in the broadband transmis-
sion spectrum of this sample, the produced multilayer stack
is derived. Using thin-film software developed at Laser Zen-
trum Hannover e.V., a modeled transmission for the resulting
spectral performance of the filter element when integrated into
the SWW network was carried out. The modeled transmission
results are shown in figure 2 for the case of an ideal alignment
of the filter element to the SWW of 45◦. The specifications
according to table 1 are met, independent of the incoming light
polarization state.
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The finished coating was laser segmented into small ele-
ments with an edge length of 1 mm and the sacrificial substrate
was removed, resulting in freestanding thin-film elements to
be integrated into the SWW.

3. Measurement setup

The setup used in this work is sketched in figure 3. The
experimental configuration consists of two three-axis high pre-
cision stages (MDE122, Mountain Photonics GmbH, Ger-
many) with a fiber holder on top. Standard telecommunica-
tion fibers (OM2) with a core diameter of 50µm were used
for the connection with SWWs. These fibers are designed
for longer wavelengths around λ= 1300 nm. However, atten-
uation measurements at the wavelengths relevant for this work
(λ= 638 nm−940 nm) resulted in less than 0.1 dBm−1. This
is approximately 50 times less than the attenuation of the
SWW and allows to neglect the effect of the fibers in our
experiments [25]. The fiber end facets were placed on a 3D-
printed mold, which contains grooves for the coarse adjust-
ment of the fibers toward an additional slit for the filter. Three
fiber end facets were aligned on this mold in the way that the
angle of incidence on the thin-film filter is 45◦ and the angle
between the fibers is 90◦. The UV-curable monomer (NOA68,
Norland Products Inc. USA) was applied on the mold and
a fine adjustment was performed with the three-axis stages
while maximizing the transmission signal of the alignment
beam at λ= 638 nm. The filter itself had a size of ≈1 mm ×
1 mm × 8 µm. For this experiment, the filter was placed ver-
tically into the setup at an angle of≈45◦ toward the incoming
fiber. Additionally, the monomer needs to be applied around
and at the position of the filter. Thus, it was helpful to stabilize
the thin-film filter by fixation on a rectangular PMMA-sheet
≈10 mm × 30 mm × 250 µm to make sure that the filter stays
in the right position and shape. Therefore, a drop of distilled
water was used to avoid air inclusions in between the filter and
the PMMA.

The writing process of the SWW was performed using
the attached stabilized multi-channel diode laser module
(MCLS1, Thorlabs Inc. USA), emitting coherent radiation at a
wavelength of λ= 406 nm with an average power of P406nm ≈
4.5 mW for writing the SWW and additionally at λ= 638 nm
and λ= 850 nm with an average power of P638nm ≈ 15mW
and P850nm ≈ 10mW, respectively, for characterization. Addi-
tional fiber coupled laser diodes (SPL785-50-PM-PD and
SPL940-50-PM-PD, Roithner Laser Technik GmbH, Aus-
tria) at λ= 785 nm and λ= 940 nm with P785nm ≈ 50mW and
P940nm ≈ 50mW were used for further characterization out-
side of the target wavelength range of the filter design. The
optical transmission was monitored by means of fiber coupled
photodiodes (S151C, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany) with the
corresponding power meter (PM100USB, Thorlabs GmbH,
Germany). The thin-film filter distributes the incoming beam
into the two connected arms. For the characterization of the
filter element, both arms were connected directly to the photo

Figure 3. Sketch of the experimental setup for characterization of
multiple SWWs connected by a thin-film filter. One of the
connections is functionalized with a second SWW on a Peltier
element. We vary the temperature of this arm while using the
corresponding variation of the optical transmission of the SWW to
measure the increase in temperature. The other arm is a reference
to minimize environmental effects or fluctuations of the light
source.

Figure 4. Microscope image of the thin-film filter, which is
attached to a PMMA substrate and placed in between three fibers.
The fluorescent light shows the writing process of the SWWs during
the illumination with λwriting = 406 nm. The displacement of the
incoming and transmitted SWW originates primarily from the
refraction of the used PMMA-sheet. The elliptical shape of the resin
surrounding the PMMA leads to aberrations so that the SWWs
appear slightly bent in the image.

diodes. An image of the connected SWWs with the integrated
thin-film filter element is shown in figure 4.

For further investigations, an additional SWW was created
and connected to the reflected arm. This SWW is required to
demonstrate the thermal sensing capabilities of the intercon-
nect, similar to [25]. Therefore, it was placed on a Peltier ele-
ment with a thermal sensor attached to control the temperature
of the SWW precisely.

To fix all connections, the surrounding resin was finally
cured by UV flood exposure using an UV LED with
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a wavelength of λ= 365 nm and an average power of
P365nm ≈ 17mW.

4. Results

After finishing the writing process of the SWWs, the per-
formance of the thin-film filter embedded into the cured
adhesive was thoroughly characterized. For this purpose, the
optical transmission and reflection at various wavelengths
were determined by attaching fiber coupled photodiodes to
both output arms, without attaching the additional SWW for
thermal sensing. The results of these measurements are sum-
marized in table 2. The comparison of these measurements
with the values obtained for the filter alone, see figure 2, shows
that embedding of the thin-film filter does not affect its per-
formance in terms of meeting the given specifications. In addi-
tion, all splitting ratios determined by the measurements coin-
cide with the parameters of the designed element. The filter
can also be designed for telecommunication wavelengths in
the range of 1330 nm or 1550 nm, respectively. The SWWs
have not been characterized for these wavelengths at this stage,
however the datasheet of the pristine material suggests a suffi-
ciently high transmittance in the NIR-range. Recent work has
focused on the visible wavelength range so far.

Deviations of the measurements are only observed at the
additional wavelengths of 785 nm and 940 nm, which are not
included in the specifications for the filter design. The filter
is specially designed to exhibit a ±1◦ angle alignment toler-
ance at the specification wavelengths, see table 1. However, an
imperfect adjustment of the filter towards the incoming fiber
can still result in a great change of the transmission and reflec-
tion at other wavelengths for which no specifications are given.
An angle misalignment of only 1.08◦ and a dominance of p-
polarization in the incoming light (70% p-polarized) are suf-
ficient to explain the measured splitting ratio at both 785 nm
and 940 nm, see figure 5.

In a further step, a Peltier element (TEC1-127 060, TRU
Components, Germany) with a thermal sensor (M222, Her-
aeus Nexensos GmbH, Germany) was attached to the reflected
arm of the SWW. This is indicated in figure 3 as the wave-
guide being directed downwards. With this step, the applicab-
ility of the structure for temperature sensing was investigated.
We have demonstrated that an increasing temperature yields an
increasing optical transmission of the SWW originating from
different thermo-optical coefficients of the core and cladding
after the writing and curing process, respectively. This results
in a different change of the refractive index with an increasing
temperature, finally obtaining a larger numerical aperture of
the SWW [24, 25].

To verify that changes in the transmission of this additional
SWW path are from the applied change in temperature by the
Peltier element, it is important to quantify how other envir-
onmental influences and laser fluctuations affect the measure-
ment. The influence of these noise sources can be determ-
ined by integrating a reference arm into the measurement

Table 2. Measured optical power values in transmission and
reflection of the connected SWWs using various input wavelengths.
Hereby PT gives the transmitted optical power and PR the reflected
one, respectively.

λInput (nm) PT (mW) PR (mW) Splitting ratio (T:R)

406 0.98 0.93 51.3 : 48.7
638 0.1 · 10−3 4.20 0.1 : 99.9
785 7.18 3.34 68.3 : 31.7
850 9.00 0.04 · 10−3 99.9 : 0.1
940 15.10 5.90 71.9 : 28.1

Figure 5. Modeled transmission of the miniaturized, substrate-free
filter element when embedded into the SWW network under an
angle of incidence of 43.92◦, for the case where the incoming light
is 70% p-polarized and 30% s-polarized (black line). The green
crosses indicate the measured transmission ratios of the SWW
network, cf table 2.

setup, which was realized with the transmission path, direc-
ted to the right in figure 3. This feature enables monitoring
of the system’s performance during the temperature measure-
ment. The results of such an experiment are shown in figure 6.
The comparison of the two graphs in figure 6 shows that the
increase in the optical transmission through the arm contain-
ing an additional SWW for temperature measurement only
comes from the heating by the Peltier element. The monit-
oring of the optical transmission through the reference arm
showed a nearly constant behavior and seems unaffected by
the temperature change. The highest sensitivity for thermal
sensingwas achieved at a wavelength of 638 nm,with a change
of the optical intensity of 0.8% K−1. The higher noise level
of the reference arm is due to the filter’s splitting ratio at
this wavelength. It was designed to be highly reflective at
638 nm, therefore the transmission is relatively low, which led
to measured power values in the reference arm in the range
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Figure 6. Regression lines and the corresponding error bars of the
temperature measurement using the SWW placed on the Peltier
element (red) with a connected reference arm attached directly to a
photo diode using the thin-film filter (blue) with the corresponding
fitted lines. The error is mainly based on the inaccuracy of the power
meter given with ±3%. The normalized intensity of the reference
arm was divided by two for better visibility.

of ≈50 nW, which is well within the measurement range of
1 nW–20 mW.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we have integrated a thin-film filter element into
an optical interconnect consisting of SWWs, which enables a
splitting of the writing beam to create an optical network-like
structure containing multiple SWWs simultaneously. We have
shown that embedding of the filter does not impair its perform-
ance. This opens a wide field of further applications, in par-
ticular, when connecting multiple ports and addressing them
with lasers at different wavelengths. Utilization as an addi-
tional feature for optical sensors, which are based on wave-
guides offering a reference beam path, is also possible and
demonstrated in this work as well. Future work will focus on
the integration of customized filters to optimize the sensing
performance, i.e., to achieve a higher sensitivity for thermal
sensing. Various other sensor concepts will also be investig-
ated, i.e., for measuring humidity or a novel highly sensitive
distance sensor. Finally, more complex and extended planar
networks will be realized to investigate their suitability for dis-
tributed sensing.
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